
Travel to India 

We all have different aspects to our personality, our life is also multi dimensional, i was born as 
a soul healer, and this is what I do on a daily basis. We all have to work and provide to our 
material needs. 

But is that it? what if I can add color to my canvas, since I am the artist and designer of my own 
life? 

I have incorporated traveling as a part of my healing, going beyond my boundaries, reaching for 
more and better, seeing others as a part of my self to enrich my existence of mono color. 
Learning from different culture, perspectives, borders...hey! how big is your world? 

Since my very young age, my whole experience have taken me on a multi color and exciting 
experiences  around the world that I want to share and keep on living.  

I was born in Vietnam, a Buddhist country, but raised in France by catholic nuns at the age of 8 
until I tuned 15, landed in  3 different African countries and lived there for 5 years, where I have 
discovered and seeing up closed jungles, animals such as elephant, giraffes, lions, monkeys in 
their natural habitat, of Africa...unforgettable part of my life...!  then moved at 30  to the US and 
married an American of Judaism religion, with whom i had 2 beautiful children born in Bangkok 
Thailand....and,  but truly I love India, and Vedic/ Tantrik teachings.  

Where did all that take me? I learned to see that the World is just one place, all religions are 
mine to benefit and learn from. Races, color, and differences are very easy to overcome by 
acceptance. 

I have been going and coming to India since 30 + years and discovered such beauty and 
wealth, I feel kindness, ingenuity,  i feel God when I'm there.  Its my spiritual home. My guru had 
told me I have been born and studied in India in previous lives, I know so, for I am very 
comfortable with it all. 

I take small groups to India on request, I go to sacred grounds and temples, visit ashram, gurus, 
shop and dine. I would love to share that with all of you if I could. 

I will be posting my future trips, for those who are interested in discovering a land of 
unparalleled spiritual wealth and beauty and who is not afraid of differences and change 
(sometime poverty)... 

But the saying goes..."We see the world not as it is, but as we are..."  

My trips are spiritual in nature but also for enjoyment, 3 stars indian hotel, but if you want the 
Hilton or Taj Mahal...we can do that to. We live in a field of huge possibilities, how much do you 
want to discover? it's up to you.  

Like the frog, we can stay in the well, and believe that's the whole world, or  we can jump out of 
the well...and discover a bigger world. 

 I welcome all those to get in touch with me if you feel your life is an adventure awaiting to be 
lived.! 



The world is just one place, OM 

 


